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December 6, 2021 -10 AM -11 AM

Day 1

Lesson 1: Billing Projects for Progress

Lesson 2: Billing Projects for Time and Material

Lesson 3: Pro Forma Invoices

December 7, 2021 -10 AM -11 AM

Day 2

Lesson 4: Configuring the Project Budget

Lesson 5: Reviewing Project Balances

Lesson 6: Lock of the Budget and Commitments

Lesson 7: Purchasing Services for Projects

Lesson 8: Purchasing Materials and Services for 

Projects

Timing and Agenda
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December 8, 2021 -10 AM -11 AM

Day 3

Lesson 9: Cost Commitments

Lesson 10: Tracking Employee Work in Projects

Timing and Agenda

December 9, 2021 -10 AM -11 AM

Day 4

Lesson 11: Project Templates and Common Tasks

Lesson 12: Project Quotes
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Lesson 1: Billing Projects for Progress

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Make sure that the project is pending billing

• Make sure that the project is ready to be billed

• Run project billing for a single project or multiple projects
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Project Billing: To Bill a Project by Progress

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has ordered 20 hours of new-employee training on 

operating juicers from the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company. SweetLife's project accountant has 

created a project to handle the tracking and billing of the provided services; the project should be billed 

on demand as the services are provided. Before each invoice is sent to the customer for payment, the 

customer has requested that a pro forma invoice be submitted for acceptance.

Then suppose that on 1/30/2021, SweetLife's consultant has provided five hours of the training. As the 

project accountant, you need to update the progress of the project and bill the customer for the 

provided training. You need to update the progress on the project and bill the customer.
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Figure: The revenue budget of the project
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Lesson 2: Billing Projects for Time and Material

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Process the documents that have been generated during the project billing

• Review how the project’s actual amounts are updated with the billed amounts
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Project Billing: To Bill a Project for Time and Material

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has ordered a juicer from the SweetLife Fruits & 

Jams company, along with the services of installation and employee training on operating the juicer. 

SweetLife's project accountant has created the project to handle the tracking and billing of the juicer 

and the provided services. Then the project accountant has entered a project transaction to record the 

delivery and installation of the juicer, and eight hours of training have been provided by SweetLife

consultants. Acting as the project accountant, you need to bill the customer for the project so that the 

billing includes the materials used and the work time spent on the project.
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Figure: The project balances after project billing
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Lesson 3: Pro Forma Invoices

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Configure the pro forma invoice workflow for a project

• Create a pro forma invoice

• Print the pro forma invoice

• Send the pro forma invoice as an email

• Add to the pro forma invoice an extra adjustment line that does not originate from project transactions

• Postpone the billing of a pro forma invoice line

• Write off a pro forma invoice line partially or fully

• Create an accounts receivable invoice based on a pro forma invoice
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Workflow of Pro Forma Invoices
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Pro Forma Invoice: To Process a Pro Forma Invoice for a Project

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has ordered juicers from the SweetLife Fruits & 

Jams company, along with the following services: site review, installation, and employee training on 

operating the juicers.

SweetLife's project accountant has created a project that should be billed on demand as the juicers 

are installed and all the services are provided. Before the invoice is sent to the customer for payment, 

the customer has requested a pro forma invoice to be submitted for acceptance. The site review has 

taken place, the juicers have been delivered and installed, and SweetLife's consultant has provided 

the training. After that, the project accountant has entered project transactions and updated the 

progress of the project.

Acting as the project accountant, you will bill the customer, print the pro forma invoice, and email the 

invoice to the customer for approval on 1/30/2021. You will release the pro forma invoice when the 

customer accepted it. You will then release the associated accounts receivable invoice.
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Figure: The AR invoice prepared based on the pro forma invoice
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Lesson 4: Configuring the Project Budget

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Configure the revenue budget and the cost budget for a project

• Update actual values of the project budget
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Project Budget: To Configure and Update the Budget

Story

Suppose that the Thai Food Restaurant customer has ordered a juicer along with the site review and 

installation services from the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company. SweetLife's project accountant has 

created a project to handle the tracking and billing of the provided materials and services.

Acting as the project accountant, you will configure the revenue budget for the project to plan the 

expected revenue and the cost budget to plan the materials and services to be spent on the project. 

Then, when the juicer is delivered and the services are provided, you will enter project transactions to 

capture project costs and will check is the expenses within the budget values. You will then bill the 

project and compare the project income with the budgeted values.
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Figure: The cost budget of the project updated by released transactions
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Figure: Project budget balances divided by account group
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Lesson 5: Reviewing Project Balances

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Review project balances

• Lock original budgeted values and make changes to the locked budget
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Project Budget: To Review Project Balances

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has ordered juicers, along with the following 

services: site review, installation, and employee training on operating the juicers from the SweetLife

Fruits & Jams company. SweetLife’s project accountant has created a project to handle the tracking 

and billing of the provided materials and services.

The juicers have been delivered. The installation has been performed by Squeezo Inc. Then, 

SweetLife's consultant has provided the training. The project accountant of SweetLife has created 

purchase orders, entered project transactions, and partially billed the customer.

When the project accountant has got a sick leave, another SweetLife's project accountant continues 

working on the project. The first accountant has no possibility to hand over the project to the new 

accountant. Acting as the new project accountant, you need to review the project balances to become 

familiar with the project and gather all the information about performed work.
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Figure: Revenue budget lines with actual and revised values
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Figure: Cost budget lines with actual and revised values
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Lesson 6: Lock of the Budget and Commitments

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Control whether AP bills, purchase orders, and change orders created for a project exceed the 

project budget

• Restructure the budget before and after billing
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Project Budget: To Lock Project Budget

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has ordered a juicer, along with the services of 

installation and training for its employees on operating the juicer from the SweetLife Fruits & Jams 

company. SweetLife's project accountant has created a project. Before the work on the project has 

begun, the customer has requested 12 hours of training instead of initially ordered eight hours.

Acting as the project accountant, you will change the original budgeted values of the project before 

proceeding to the execution stage and lock the budget to prevent the original budgeted values from 

further editing. The training will take 16 hours instead of 12 and you will adjust revised budgeted 

values to bill the customer for all the provided services.
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Lesson 7: Purchasing Services for Projects

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Enter the accounts payable bill for the project

• Specify the services to be purchased and release the bill

• Review the project and GL transactions that are generated during processing a purchase
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Workflow of Purchasing Services for Projects
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Purchasing Services for Projects: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has ordered the installation service for previously 

bought juicers from the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company. The SweetLife company has contracted the 

Squeezo Inc. vendor to provide six hours of the installation. SweetLife's project manager has created 

the project. Because the Inventory and Order Management feature is not included in SweetLife's

license, acting as SweetLife's AP clerk, you will process the purchase with an accounts payable bill.
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Figure: Cost budget updated after bill processing
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Lesson 8: Purchasing Materials and Services for Projects

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Configure a project to track project inventory by warehouse location

• Process documents with project-related stock items

• Review the GL and project transactions
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Inventory Tracking by Locations: To Purchase Materials and Services for Project

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has ordered two juicers, along with the four hours 

of the installation service from the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company. The SweetLife company 

contracted the Squeezo Inc. vendor to provide the juicers and perform the installation. SweetLife's

project manager has created the project.

Acting as SweetLife's purchase manager, you need to purchase the materials and services from the 

vendor. When the vendor delivers the juicers to company's warehouse, you will process a purchase 

receipt for the juicers. When the vendor provides the installation service, you will process an account 

payable bill from the vendor for the delivered juicers and provided service.
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Figure: Actual values of the budget updated by the purchase
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Lesson 9: Cost Commitments

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Enable tracking of project commitments in the system

• Create commitments by creating a purchase order for a project

• Review how the commitments affect the project cost budget during the processing of the purchase 

order
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Committed Costs: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has ordered the installation of three juicers it 

previously purchased from the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company. Acting as SweetLife's project 

accountant, you have created a project related to the planned installation work. The installation, which 

is performed by the vendor of the juicers, has been provided for each juicer. Based on the agreement 

with the vendor, your company will be billed in two parts—that is, first for the installation of the first two 

juicers and then for the installation of the third juicer. Acting as the project accountant, you need to 

capture the installation cost on the project.
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Figure: Committed values of the project cost budget
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Lesson 10: Tracking Employee Work in Projects

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Enter a billable time activity related to a project, and log the time spent for the project

• Enter a billable time card related to a project, and log the time spent for the project

• Bill a project for employees’ time spent working on it
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Employee Time Billing: To Enter a Project-Related Time Activity

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has contacted the SweetLife Fruits & Jamss

company to order training on operating juicers for the company's new employees. The project 

accountant has created a project to account for the provided services.

Further suppose that Todd Bloom has spent four hours training the customer's employees on 

Thursday. Acting as Todd Bloom, you need to enter a time activity to log the time spent working on the 

project.
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Figure: The time activity related to the project
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Employee Time Billing: To Enter a Project-Related Time Card

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has contacted the SweetLife Fruits & Jams 

company and ordered training on operating juicers for the company's new employees. The project 

accountant has created a project to account for the provided services.

Further suppose that project accountant (who also provides employee training services) has spent 

eight hours training the customer's employees on January 30. Acting as Pam Brawner, you need to 

enter a time card to log the time spent working on the project.
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Figure: Time card information tracked in the project
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Lesson 11: Project Templates and Common Tasks

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Create a project template

• Create a common task

• Create a project based on the project template

• Add a task to the project by using the common task
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Project Templates and Common Tasks: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that the Lake Cafe customer has ordered a juicer, along with the following services from the 

SweetLife Fruits & Jams company: site review, installation, and training of employees on operating the 

juicer. SweetLife’s project accountant has analyzed the past projects and realized that customers are 

usually doing typical fixed-price projects that involve the sale of a juicer, along with the services of 

installation and site review. Sometimes customers' projects also involve training on operating the 

juicer.

The project accountant decides to create a new project template for such a project, and to create a 

common task for training on operating juicers (so the task can be quickly added to projects as 

needed). Then the project accountant creates a project for the customer based on the created project 

template and common task.

You will perform the needed actions in the system, acting as the project accountant.
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Figure: Revenue budget lines in the project
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Lesson 12: Project Quotes

Learning Objectives

In this lesson, you will learn how to do the following:

• Create a project quote based on an opportunity

• Specify the settings of a quote by using a project template

• Estimate the potential revenue and costs of a potential project

• Create a project based on a project quote
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Project Quotes: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that the HM's Bakery and Cafe customer has ordered a juicer for one of its restaurants, along 

with the installation and training services from the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company. The sales 

manager of SweetLife has created an opportunity for the provision of the juicer and the services. 

Acting as SweetLife's estimator, you will create a project quote for this opportunity, confirm the quote 

with the customer, and convert the quote to the project.
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Figure: The balances of the project created based on the project quote
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Feedback

Your feedback is appreciated

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OnlineTraining2021

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OnlineTraining2021


No Reliance

This document is subject to change without notice. Acumatica cannot guarantee 

completion of any future products or program features/enhancements described in 

this document, and no reliance should be placed on their availability. 

Confidentiality: This document, including any files contained herein, is confidential 

information of Acumatica and should not be disclosed to third parties.
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Thank you

Eric Moreau


